We study in real time the optical response of individual plasmonic nanoparticles on a mirror, utilised as electrodes in an electrochemical cell when a voltage is applied. In this
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The plasmonic response of metal nanostructures has motivated both fundamental nano-optical investigations, as well as exploration of applications such as surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) 1 , quantum information processing 2,3 , photovoltaic cells 4 and device engineering 5 . In order to actively tune plasmonic systems which can trap light of particular resonant colours, control of the local charge density as well as the surrounding dielectric environment is crucial. Electrochemical methods offer unrivalled control of surface chemistry at metal electrodes 6 and can modify the surface charge density [7] [8] [9] . The resulting interest in spectro-electrochemical tuning of the plasmon resonance of single particles has however proved puzzling. Some tuning mechanisms have been identified as chemical rather than physical in origin 7 . 'Plasmon voltammetry' on coupled Au nanoparticles has been used for sensing sulphate, acetate, and perchlorate adsorption, without yet identifying detailed mechanisms 8 .
Plasmon tuning by the redox chemistry of Ag/AgCl spacers between Au nanoparticles has also been observed 10 . While such chemical transformations indeed modify the plasmons, few studies examine field-induced physical changes in the surface structural and electronic configurations. Electrochemical studies tracking Raman spectroscopy within gold gaps that sandwich a single molecular layer have proposed that the potential-dependent Raman emission depends on molecular torsion angles 9 . Shifts in the scattering resonance of single Au nanoparticles following application of a negative bias have been attributed to an increase in the NP electron concentration ( ) via electron transfer from the ITO substrate 11, 12 . However this work suggests that the scattering cross-section scat ( ) is surprisingly nonlinear. We further note that in such electrochemical cells, it is crucial to reference the potential by incorporating a third electrode in-situ, which is rarely attempted 13 . Full understanding of how the nano-electrochemical environment influences such tightly-confined plasmonic resonances thus remains rudimentary.
Here we study electrodes supporting individual Au nanoparticle-on-mirror (NPoM) constructs immersed in an electrochemical solution ( Figure 1a ). We simultaneously investigate two fundamental light-matter interactions under changing electric potential: resonant light scattering and SERS. In the NPoM geometry, Au NPs are separated from a bulk Au film by an ultrathin molecular spacer [14] [15] [16] . This geometry provides unique possibilities to study isolated plasmonic junctions while precisely applying an oriented electrochemical potential between defined contacts, and results in high sensitivity to fieldinduced changes occurring in the nano-gap. We drop-cast =80 nm Au particles on top of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) which have been previously formed on a flat Au substrate (see Methods). These samples are then immersed in a custom-designed electrochemical cell optimized to realize both dark-field microscopy and SERS measurements on the same nanoparticle. For dark-field spectroscopy, white light irradiates single nanoparticles (average separation >5 µm) through a high numerical aperture (NA 0.8) 50× objective, with scattered light detected by a fibre-coupled cooled spectrometer (Supporting Information Figure   S1 ). The collected spectra show a transverse plasmon mode situated around 530 nm and a coupled gap mode between 700 nm and 800 nm, depending on the thickness and conductivity of the SAM in the gap 17 (Figure 1c ). To realize SERS we selectively illuminate single nanoparticles with a continuous wave (CW) laser at =633 nm. Initially we use biphenyl-4-thiol (BPT) spacer monolayers ( Figure 1d ).
To study the voltage-dependent optical response of the system in real time, we apply bias using a potentiostat, with linear sweep voltammograms recorded simultaneously ( Figure 1b ). Various electrolytes are tested, but with no significant difference in their optical and electrical response, hence the dynamics presented below combines results from several different electrolytes. Scattering spectra and current densities are measured while applying a square-wave potential, and show changes in the intensity, width, and spectral position of the coupled plasmon inside each single Au NPoM gap ( Figure 2 ). The range of potentials scanned is chosen to minimise any SAM, Au, or ITO desorption or water splitting in the system 18 , from -1.2V ↔ 0V (blue) and +0.3V ↔ 0V (red) measured vs the Pt reference electrode. Significant increases in the peak intensity, together with peak sharpening and spectral blue shifts, are observed when a negative voltage (Au substrate negatively charged) is applied (Figure 2a -c, blue). The opposite behaviour is observed (decreased amplitude, broadening, and redshifts) for positive potential (Figure 2a -c, red). These effects are fully reversible over many cycles. No evident change is observed in the transverse plasmon mode (Supporting Information Figure S2 ). These changes are proportional to the applied potential (Supporting Information Figures S2, S3 ). The same behaviour is observed for all Au NPoMs measured, although we find variations in the magnitude of their responses (Supporting Information Figs.S2-S4). We also measure NPoM electrochemical tuning with different molecular SAMs (Supporting Information Figure   S3 ), with no significant differences observed between conducting (BPDT) or insulating (BMMBP) SAMs (Supporting Information Figure S4 , refer to Figure S6 for SAMs molecular conductivity). However substantial differences are observed in the Raman response as we now discuss. The SERS signals measured on NPoMs with a BPT spacer show strong enhancement for all vibrational lines when applying a negative bias (Figure 3a , blue). On the other hand a positive bias results in a small reduction of the SERS signals (Figure 3a , red). The size of the SERS enhancement strongly depends on the strength of the applied potential and varies for different particles, with a maximum 400% enhancement measured at the most negative potentials. This enhancement cannot be explained by the torsion of BPT molecules previously proposed 9 , since the intensity of the Raman line at 1570 cm -1 (tangential C=C stretch in the two phenyl rings) should be more affected by torsion compared to the line at 1061cm -1 (Cring-S stretching) while instead we find the same enhancements for different Raman peaks ( Figure 3b ). Interestingly, the applied potential has no effect on the SERS signals when insulating self-assembled molecular monolayers such as BMMBP are used as spacers ( Figure 3c ). These results are reproducible, having been repeatedly observed on different particles, different samples, and different electrochemical solutions (See Supporting Information). Moreover we find the process fully reversible over many cycles ( Figure 3d ).
As noted above, nano-plasmonic spectro-electrochemistry remains confusing. One advantage of the NPoM construct adopted here is its well-defined geometry (with observations on only ~100 molecules 17 ), enabling controlled investigations to be formulated. The situation is complicated by the presence of solvent charge double layers and hydrophobic SAMs which influence high-frequency conduction within and between the gold components. Unlike nanoparticles in solution which can charge up, experiments on dc charge transport have shown this is not possible when the metal substrate is so close to the nanoparticles 19, 20 . Such work demonstrated that electrons can be transferred between two metals across gaps with thicknesses as large as 6.5 nm, 21 at rates much faster than electron transfer between metal and dilute redox species in solution (estimates suggest up to 10 12 times faster through a SAM than redox transfer at the metal surface 22, 23 ). This would evidence that the potential of the Au nanoparticle is identical to the electrode surface, preventing any account based on electric dipole modulation within the molecules in the gap that modifies the strength of the SERS signal.
As a result we explore several possible explanations, prompted by our observations. The first possibility is that the potential-driven modification of the double layer changes the local refractive index in the vicinity of the gap enough to tune the plasmons. While the modulation of refractive index in bulk salt solutions is not enough to explain the spectral shifts (Δ =0.1 would be needed in the gap to explain the shifts observed), ordering of water and double layers around, or penetration of charge into, the hydrophobic SAM might be involved. Comparing electrolytes of tetrabutyl ammonium (TBA), MgSO4, and NaNO3 which involve ions with larger (TBA + ) or smaller (Mg 2+ ,Na + ) hydration spheres, should then give different charge penetration into the SAM producing different local refractive index changes, however no substantial differences are observed.
A second possibility is that the surface currents which drive plasmons are modulated by individual ionic charges in the solvated double layer just above the Au surface. Developing a model 24 to compare to our observations, however, gives unfeasibly large Debye lengths for the double layer as well as matching poorly to the width of the plasmon resonance. This model would also suggest that the enhancement of SERS should be seen for insulating as well as conducting molecules, in contrast with our observations. We thus explore a third possibility, which is based on a non-equilibrium potential difference appearing across the gap. To show this accounts for the SERS enhancements, we use DFT simulations which apply this potential across Au atoms surrounding individual spacer molecules (Figure 4a In particular, charge enters the molecule through the conducting S linker (Fig.4f ).
Insulating molecules in which electron movement is prevented show no such SERS enhancements.
This latter explanation best explains the combined observations, but opposes previous results showing no potential can be electrochemically applied across a NPoM construct. We suggest that nonequilibrium currents are responsible, as these are correlated to the observed enhancements ( Figure   3d ). Removing dissolved oxygen has no effect on these SERS enhancements, while the reversibility observed precludes explanations based on breakdown of the thiol-bound SAM layer. The increase in current observed for high negative potential suggests the presence of surface reactions. The likely reversible process is H + reduction to form H2 gas trapped around the NPs. This would result in NP charging competing with electron tunnelling through the molecular layer, to allow a non-equilibrium and extremely large electric field to be formed between the NP and the underlying electrode. This can reorient electrons along the BPT, changing the SERS intensity as is predicted. While the substrate remains protected by the SAM, H + around the NP appears to slowly build up on successive CV-scans (Supporting Information Figure S5a ). Increasing currents for negative voltages imply that H + is continuously provided by the solution. To prove this, we introduce 0.01 µM HNO3 in 0.1 M NaNO3 and verify that the onset of both the reduction current and the SERS enhancement start at lower applied potentials for lower pH electrolyte (Supporting Information Figure S5b Comparing the SERS enhancements ( Fig.3c) with DFT ( Fig.4c) gives potentials of ~1V, needing excess charge of ΔQ = C = 28 per NP (with NP capacitance C = 2 0 ). Given measured currents of 5 pA per NP, this implies a resistance of = / = 200 GΩ, and a time constant C ∼ 1μs (See Supporting Information for details). To sustain the non-equilibrium potential thus requires that the H + reduction rate exceeds 28 μs −1 on each NP, so that is then the junction resistance composed of 100 molecules in parallel. This implies that the resistance of each BPT molecule is far below the quantum conductance, as previously suggested 17 . However this disagrees with [19] [20] [21] [22] ].
The non-equilibrium charging of each Au NP by ΔQ = 28 only changes its free electron density by a fraction ΔQ/Q~5x10 -7 , much too small to give the spectral shift observed, Δλ/λ~3x10 -3 (Figure 2c ).
For positive voltages where no surface currents are measured, plasmon red-shifts are still obtained.
The dynamics observed implies that double-layer charging is not involved, since its sharp initial current spike (Figure 2d ) gives minimal rapid response in either scattering spectral shifts or SERS enhancements 1 . Instead in both cases, a slower response emerges (Figure 2a, 3d) as the local field builds up across the gap from H + reduction around each nanoparticle. These studies allow a much more quantitative approach to nano-electrochemistry than previously, showing the importance of non-equilibrium potential charging, and pointing to an unresolved mechanism for plasmon tuning.
In conclusion, we study the optical response of Au nanoparticles in a NPoM geometry, separated from bulk Au electrodes by an ultrathin hydrophobic molecular spacer in an electrochemical solution. We coupled with an EMCCD camera cooled to −85°C. Rayleigh scattering is filtered out with a long pass 633nm filter. The system is calibrated using a silicon substrate as a reference. Spectral acquisitions are taken using an integration time of 1 s and the laser power on the sample is 30μW, with dark counts of the EMCCD subtracted. The lack of significant background, which originates from the electronic continuum in the metal 26 , is a consequence of the high field localization within the molecular gap layer. 
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